
DEPARTMENT OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES 
NON-COMPETITIVE REVIEW BOARD (NCRB) APPLICATION 

Complete this cover form and the Non-Competitive Procurement Application Worksheet in detail. Refer to the page entitled 
"Instructions for Non-Competitive erocurement Application" for completing this application in accordance with its policy regarding 
NCRB. Complete "other" subject area if additional information is needed. Subject areas must be fully completed and responses merely 
referencing attachments will not be accepted and will be immediately rejected. 

Department Originator Name
OPSA KEVIN PATER 
Contract Liaison Email Contract Liaison
ELSIE VAZQUEZ elsie.vazquez@cityofchica 

go.org 

List Name of NCRB Attendees/Department
KEVIN PATER, OPSA
JOEL BROWN, OPSA 
ELSIE VAZQUEZ, OPSA 
LT. ARTURO TORRES, CPD

Telephone Date Signature of Appflc 

312-745-3710 �18/2

cfr 
Telephone

312-745-5953

CAPTAIN TOM LAMB, CPD
EDWARD EBERTSCH, AIS

Request NCRB review be conducted for the product(s) and/or service(s) described herein. 

Company: Lenco Industries, Inc., 10 Betnr Industrial Dr., Pittsfiled, MA 01201, (413) 841-8928, www.lencoarmor.com
Contact Person: 
Jim Massery 

Phone: Email: 
413-443-7359 x114 jmassery@lencoarmor.com 

Project Description: New NCRB Sole Source Contract for the purchase of Lenco Bearcat Armored Rescue Vehicles for CPD
SWAT 

This is a request for: 

� New Contract

Contract Type

� Blanket Agreement Term: 24 (# of mo)
D Standard Agreement

(FOR NCRB USE ONLY) 

Recommend Approval/Date: ___ _ 

Return to Department/Date: ___ _ 

Rejected/Date: 

D Amendment I Modification

Type of Modification

D Time Extension 
Contract Number: __ 
Specification Number:

D Vendor Limit Increase D Scope Change

Modification Number:

Recommended Approval 

BOARD CHAIRPERSON
Steven Loboda

PRINT NAME 

�oved
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D Rejected

02/8/2024 
DATE 

April 2013 

















 

10 Betnr Industrial Drive ∙ Pittsf ield, MA 01201 

  PH (413) 443-7359 ∙ FAX (413) 445-7865 
www.ArmoredTrucks.com ∙ www.SWATtrucks.com 

 
January 31, 2024 
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
 
Lenco has not had a BearCat base price increase for 5 model 
years. 
 
Our chassis prices for the Ford FF550 in 2024 went from 
$42,000 per unit, to $68,000 per unit. 
 
Ballistic Steel prices, because of the (2) global conflicts in 
Ukraine and Israel, have caused ballistic steel prices to go 
up 30%. 
 
These cost increases that we are passing along do not 
increase our margins, they simply prevent us from going 
backwards in the margins we need to maintain a viable 
company, healthy enough to serve our customers for the 
foreseeable future. 
 
Please feel free to reach out if you need anything else. 
  

 

 
James Massery 
Government Sales Manager 
413-443-7359 extension 114 
 











































































































To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

--------'*--------

OFFICE OF PUBLIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

Aileen Velazquez, Chief Procurement Officer 
DEPARTMENT OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES (DPS) 

Ann asia Walker, Executive Director 
PUBLIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION (PSA) 

January 19, 2024 

NCRB Sole Source Term Change Request: Lenco Bearcat Armored Rescue Vehicles 
Requisition No.: 534712 
Specification No.: 127 4500 

The Office of Public Safety Administration (PSA) requests a new NCRB Sole Source contract for the 
purchase of three (3) Lenco Bearcat Armored Rescue Vehicles for the Chicago Police Department. 

PSA would like to request that the contract term be revised from sixty (60) months to twenty-four (24) months. 

Lenco has confirmed that twenty-four (24) month term is adequate to provide the requested service as 

described in the specification. 

The new contract value is $1,135,649.00. The funding source is 021-G092-571005-0400-220400-

21 LN46/Project# P05720106594. 

If you should have any questions or need further assistance regarding this request, please contact Elsie 

Vazquez at 312-7 45-5953 or elsie.vazquez@cityofchicaqo.org. 

Thank you for your time and assistance. 

cc: Frank Lindbloom, PSA 
Natalie Gutierrez, PSA 
Kevin Pater, PSA 

3510 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653 

01/19/2024 OPSA requested a shorter term 
for this contract. New term will be two years.
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All applicable information on this worksheet must be addressed using each question found on the “Instructions for Non-
Competitive Procurement Application” in this application. 

 
 

Justification for Non-Competitive Procurement Worksheet 
 

 PROCUREMENT HISTORY 

1. Chicago Police Department (CPO) Special Weapons and Tactical Unit (SWAT) has a Lenco BearCat Armored 
Rescue Vehicle which was purchased in 2018 with grant money under the contract purchase order 83342. 

2. The Lenco BearCat Armored Rescue Vehicle currently being used by the Chicago Police SWAT team has been 
used extensively in the last five (5) years. This armored rescue vehicle has provided both mobility and ballistic 
protection on over 1500 SWAT operations. CPD SWAT has been able to utilize the ballistic protection and mobility of 
the Lenco BearCat to rescue hostages, evacuate citizens from danger zones, and conduct  negotiated surrenders of 
violent criminals during SWAT barricaded subject or hostage situations. 

3. CPD SWAT is now requesting the purchase of three (3) additional Armored Rescue Vehicles to be used in 
conjunction with the current Lenco BearCat. Most major city SWAT teams utilize as many as 3 to 5 armored vehicles 
operationally. CPO SWAT has experienced  several SWAT incidents in the city of Chicago that have required the use 
of additional armored vehicles. During these incidents CPD SWAT has had to request the assistance of SWAT teams 
from agencies outside the city and then await the arrival of additional armored vehicles during critical life-threatening 
situations. 

4.    Research performed demonstrated that Lenco BearCat is the leading armored vehicle manufacturer in the United 
States. Lenco provides over 700 Law Enforcement and Federal Agencies with armored vehicles. The following are 
just a few of the local agencies currently utilizing the Lenco BearCat, FBI SWAT Chicago Region Team, Illinois State 
Police SWAT, FBI Hostage Rescue Team and the Burbank Police Department. The Lenco armored vehicle, is 
custom, and is not able to be purchased elsewher. Research, inquiries and in person overview was done of the 
brands Terradyne, Roshel, Alpine, Inter Armored, and Armored Cars which yielded less than satisfactory results in 
quality and cost. Of these the reputable company Terradyne was the brand most researched but failed to meet the 
needs of the Chicago Police Department.  Ultimately, the Lenco Bearcat provides a superior armor system, enhanced 
features, is the top choice among Law Enforcement, is made in the United States, and fits the needs of Chicago 
Police Department SWAT Team, better than the brands listed, including Terradyne Armored vehicle which is 
manufactured in Canada.    

5. Competitive  bidding was not possible due to the specific operational requirements of the armored vehicle by the 
Chicago Police SWAT team and due to the unique nature and unique capabilities of the armored vehicle not provided 
by competitors. 

 ESTIMATED COST 

1. See the attached quote for $978,509.00 dated July 7, 2023. A UASI grant will provide the funding source. 
Contract# P05720106594. 

2. No additional cost is required per fiscal year. 

3. The basis of the estimated cost for the vehicles is taken from the Lenco Quote# 100875. 

4. Competitive bidding was not possible due to the unique nature and capabilities of the vehicles. 

5. The price is based on sellers and purchasers agreed purchasing price. 

 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS 

1. The Contractor must deliver to the Chicago Police Department at specified locations receiving hours Monday 
through Friday after 1:00 pm. 

2. Please see picture attached for the requested vehicle. The price is based on the seller and purchaser’s agreed 
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purchase pricing. 

3. Delivery should be made no later than {240} days after the order is finalized. 

4. Competitive bidding was not possible due to the unique nature and capabilities of the vehicles. 

 EXCLUSIVE OR UNIQUE CAPABILITY 

1. The Lenco BearCat Rescue Vehicle possesses  numerous exclusive and unique capabilities such as an onboard 
SCBA system that no other armored vehicle manufacturing  firm offers. This system places (2) 6,000 PSI fresh air 
tanks under the floor of their vehicle in an armor protected area so that SWAT operators entering a bio-hazard 
environment have the ability to get a fresh air supply from inside the BearCat itself while performing rescue operations 
over longer periods of time. This armored vehicle also comes equipped with explosive and radiation detection 
packages. 

2. The Lenco Armored Rescue Vehicle employs  a patented, zero gravity counterbalance roof hatch system which 
enhances  operator safety and security by allowing an operator to rapidly close the hatch during an emergency 
situation without risk of injury to the operator. The roof hatch and military style turret sits atop a 20,000-LB GVWR turn 
table bearing. This allows operators to turn the turret with one hand on the gearbox and the other hand in full control 
of a shoulder mounted weapon. No other armored  vehicle manufacturer  offers this level of GVWR on their rotating 
roof hatch with turret system. 

3. The Lenco BearCat Armored Rescue Vehicle is ballistically protected by .50 Caliber Defeat Capability Vertical 
Panels (10 Shots with Certifications)  with a 20mm FSP artillery (1 Shot with Certification)  rating. Lenco is the only 
armored vehicle manufacturer  that offers level IIIA  Kevlar based ballistic skip round shields that are capable of being 
hung from the vehicle running boards to the ground, end to end. The skip round shields provide ballistic protection to 
SWAT operators and downed citizens from gunfire and skip rounds directed under the vehicle. 

4. Lenco Armored Vehicles is the only armored  vehicle manufacturer  to develop a 2-piece hydraulic adjustable ram 
with a gas injector system that incorporates  a triple valve over pressure relief system in order to increased operator 
safety. The 2-piece hydraulic  ram is capable of breaching barricaded  structures and deploying less lethal chemical 
agents into a structure while being safely controlled by SWAT operators from inside the protection of the armored 
vehicle. 

5. Lenco Armored Vehicles has also provided options for the armored vehicle that are exclusive to the Chicago 
Police Department  SWAT team such as Recon Scout XL robot kits, Command Monitoring  Stations, and SearchStick 
Poles. The Recon Scout is a rugged micro-robot that can traverse varied terrain to provide operators with immediate 
video and audio during high-risk situations. The Command  Monitoring Systems allows SWAT operators to monitor 
audio and video transmissions  from the Racoon Scout from as far away as 1,000 feet while inside the safety of the 
armored vehicle. The SearchStick  Poles enables tactical operators to convert any Recon Scout robot into a versatile 
pole camera that can be used to see over walls, through windows and into culverts. 

6. The Lenco BearCat Armored Rescue Vehicle demonstrated the many advantages of this product. It is constructed 
on a commercially available Ford F550 chassis, and its proprietary  engineering process allows it to maneuver  within 
a turning radius of 17'8", which is shorter than the overall length of the vehicle thereby providing enhanced  tactical 
maneuverability  making it easy to navigate throughout the city without causing undue safety issues. The Lenco 
BearCat is the only armored rescue vehicles with a 131" wheelbase, allowing it to have an inside turning radius of 
17'8". All other armored vehicle manufacturers use the OEM wheelbase of 145 inches. Being able to turn the vehicle 
around in a city street with one quick revolution, without having to make a three-point turn is critical in tactical 
response. This vehicle provides superior ballistic performance at a lighter weight, the Lenco BearCat armor is made 
with ', 2-inch-thick Mil Spec steel.  

The Lenco Bearcat provides ballistic protection at the NIJ 4 Level, which provides protection up to .50 Cal BMG 
projectiles. Lenco's exclusive zero gravity counter-balanced roof hatch option is critical in that during a gun battle or 
other emergency, should the roof hatch need to be rapidly closed to protect occupants from gun fire, the zero-gravity 
system prevents unnecessary overpull, commonly seen in lesser vehicles that use gas rods for holding the hatch 
open.  

The BearCat G3 provides Lenco’s proven armor system in a ruggedized off-road platform. The G3 utilizes the same 
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body design, interior features and tactical options which comes standard with a heavy duty upgraded suspension and 
off-road tires, rims & run flats to provide enhanced off-road performance. The increased ground clearance and robust 
suspension allows for emergency response in natural disaster scenarios where standard armored SWAT vehicles 
would experience challenges. 

Other armored vehicle companies utilize sections, which increases the number of vulnerable areas through the 
excessive use of seams, welds, and overlaps; also making the vehicle heavier, therefore the process reduces their 
vehicle's ability to repel even medium caliber rifle rounds on their outer shell and also dramatically increases total 
weight, thereby making the vehicle less responsive.  

The Lenco BearCat is the standard vehicle in US Swat with features such as an all steel armor construction, high 
ballistic protection and a V8 4x4 turbo diesel engine and is fully configurable to a wide array of BearCat options and 
commonality of parts with other BearCats. 

The Lenco Bearcat has a better armor system, better features, is the top choice among Law Enforcement, is made in 
the United States, and fits the needs of Chicago Police Department SWAT Team, also the Chicago Police SWAT 
Team currently have two Lenco Bearcats in their fleet. The purchase of a third, fourth, and even fifth Bearcat would 
create scales of efficiency in ensuring its ability to provide streamline training and certification programs based on only 
one vehicle 

7. Please see the attached document which states the Lenco BearCat is an armored personnel carrier constructed 
on a commercially  available Ford Motor Company F-550 Chassis with modifications by Lenco Industries providing 
seating capacity for ten passengers.  Modifications include a shortened wheelbase, a one-piece armor hull 
constructed of 1.27 centimeter (cm) 0.5 inches (in.) thick high-hard certified ballistic steel, ballistic glass, nine gunports 
and a myriad of other available options. The U.S. Air Force Space Command,  Directorate of Security Forces, intends 
to utilize the BearCat as a standardized security vehicle at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado, in replacement of their 
current High Mobility Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) fleet. 

8. All service and repairs for the Lenco BearCat Armored Rescue vehicles will be completed by the City of Chicago 
Fleet Unit. 

(See attached support documentation and photos) 

 OTHER 

N/A 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF NON-COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT APPLICATION 

If a City Department has determined that the purchase of supplies, equipment, work and/or services cannot be done on a competitive basis, a justification must be prepared on this 
“Justification for Non-Competitive Procurement Application” in which procurement is requested on a or non-competitive basis in accordance with 65 ILCS 5/8-10-4 of the Illinois Compiled 
Statutes. Using this instruction sheet, all applicable information must be addressed on the worksheet. The information provided must be complete and in sufficient detail to allow for a decision 
to be made by the Non-Competitive Procurement Review Board. For Amendments, Modifications, describe in detail the change in terms of dollars, time period, scope of services, etc., its 
relationship to the original contract and the specific reasons for the change. Indicate both the original and the adjusted contract amount and/or expiration date with this change. 

Attach a DPS Checklist and any other required documentation; the Board will not consider justification with incomplete information documentation or omissions. 

PROCUREMENT HISTORY 

1. Describe the requirement and how it evolved from initial planning to its present status. 

2. Is this a first time requirement or a continuation of previous procurement from the same source? If so, explain the procurement history. 

3. Explain attempts made to competitively bid the requirement (attach copy of sources contacted). 

4. Describe in detail all research done to find other sources; list other cities, companies in the industry, professional organizations contacted. List periodicals and other publications used 
as references. 

5. Explain future procurement objectives. Is this a one-time request or will future requests be made for doing business with the same source? 

6. Explain whether or not future competitive bidding is possible. If not, explain in detail. 

ESTIMATED COST  

1. What is the estimated cost for this requirement or for each contract, if multiple awards are contemplated? What is the funding source? 

2. What is the estimated cost by fiscal year? 

3. Explain the basis for estimating the cost and what assumptions were made and/or data used (i.e., budgeted amount, previous contract price, current catalog or cost proposal from firms 
solicited, engineering or in-house estimate, etc.) 

4. Explain whether the proposed Contractor or the City has a substantial dollar investment in original design, tooling or other factors which would be duplicated at City expense if another 
source was considered. Describe cost savings or other measurable benefits to the City which may be achieved. 

5. Explain what negotiation of price has occurred or will occur. Detail why the estimated cost is deemed reasonable. 

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS  

1. Explain how the schedule was developed and at what point the specific dates were known. 

2. Is lack of drawings and/or specifications a constraining factor to competitive bidding? If so, why is the proposed Contractor the only person or firm able to perform under these 
circumstances? Why are the drawings and specifications lacking? What is the lead time required to get drawings and specifications suitable for competition? If lack of drawings and 
specifications is not a constraining factor to competitive bidding, explain why only one person or firm can meet the required schedule. 

3. Outline the required schedule by delivery or completion dates and explain the reasons why the schedule is critical. 

4. Describe in detail what impact delays for competitive bidding would have on City operations, programs, costs and budgeted funds. 

EXCLUSIVE OR UNIQUE CAPABILITY 

1. If contemplating hiring a person or firm as a Professional Service Consultant, explain in detail what professional skills, expertise, qualifications, and/or other factors make this person or 
firm exclusively or uniquely qualified for the project. Attach a copy of the cost proposal, scope of services, and Temporary Consulting Services Form. 

2. Does the proposed firm have personnel considered unquestionably predominant in the particular field? 

3. What prior experiences of a highly specialized nature does the person or firm exclusively possess that is vital to the job, project or program? 

4. What technical facilities or test equipment does the person or firm exclusively possess of a highly specialized nature which is vital to the job? 

5. What other capabilities and/or capacity does the proposed firm possess which is necessary for the specific job, project or program which makes them the only source who can perform 
the work within the required time schedule without unreasonable costs to the City? 

6. If procuring products or equipment, describe the intended use and explain any exclusive or unique capabilities, features and/or functions the items have which no other brands or 
models, possess. Is compatibility with existing equipment critical from an operational standpoint? If so, provide detailed explanation? 

7. Is competition precluded because of the existence of patent rights, copyrights, trade secrets, technical data, or other proprietary data (attach documentation verifying such)? 

8. If procuring replacement parts and/or maintenance services, explain whether or not replacement parts and/or services can be obtained from any other sources? If not, is the proposed 
firm the only authorized or exclusive dealer/distributor and/or service center? If so, attach letter from manufacturer on company letterhead. 

MBE/WBE COMPLIANCE PLAN 

* All submissions must contain detailed information about how the proposed firm will comply with the requirements of the City’s Minority and Women Owned Business program. All 
submissions must include a completed C-1 and D-1 form, which is available on the Procurement Services page on the City’s intranet site. The City Department must submit a 
Compliance Plan, including details about direct and indirect compliance. 

OTHER  

1. Explain other related considerations and attach all applicable supporting documents, i.e., an approved “ITGB Form” or “Request For Individual Hire Form”. 

REVIEW AND APPROVAL  

This application must be signed by both Originator of the request and signed by the Department Head. After review and final disposition from the Board, this application will be 
signed by the Board Chairman. After review and final disposition from the Board, this form will be presented to the Chief Procurement Officer recommending approval. 
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Chicago Police Department, Specification# 1274500, Armored Truck Rescue Vehicle  

SCOPE OF WORK DETAILED SPECIFICATION 
SPECIFICATION# 1274500 

 
 
 

A.  SCOPE 
Contractor must supply and deliver the Armored Truck SWAT Rescue Vehicle as specified, 

proposed and accepted by the Chicago Police Department, SWAT Team, 3340 W. 

Fillmore, Chicago, Illinois 60624,  in accordance  with all the terms and conditions  of this 

specification. 

 

B.  INTENT 
The intent of this requirement is for the Department of Police to purchase a Lenco BearCat 
Armored Truck Rescue Vehicle for the Chicago Police Department SWAT Team. This 
armored truck rescue will be used for tactical operations. 
 

 

C.  DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
The Dept. of Police is requiring the BearCat have the following specifications: 

 

1.  Lenco BearCat-4wd, rotating hatch; counterbalanced, US State Department 

Armor Level E 

2.  Diesel engine, 6.7L turbo 

3.  Onboard SCBA system, includes bottled air and inside attach points 

4.  Read A/C-Heating system: auxiliary 

5.  4-door configuration-rear flip seats included 

6.  Back up camera system with monitor 

7.  Electric power heated mirrors 

8.  Intercom system-inside to outside 

9.  Run flat tires for 22.5" tire and wheel upgrade 

10.  22.5" spare tire with run flat 

11. 22.5" tire and wheel upgrade 

12.  High intensity driving lights in front bumper 

13.  VSP style low profile & scene lighting package 

14. 4-Roof mounted remote control spotlights 

15. Trauma lighting (6), overhead dome white with hi/low package (included with med  

   packages 

16.  Explosive gas detection system 

17.  Radiation detection package 

18. Bedrock paint 

19. 2-Ballistic skip round shields 

20. Front mounted receiver with ram post and plate 

21.  Hydraulic ram upgrade 

22.  EXT version 

23.  AC-DC power invertor 3600-watt w/ battery charge feature 

24.  Gas Injector Unit 
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